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Abstract. It is well known that mutually orthogonal latin squares, or MOLS, admit a (Kronecker)
product construction. We show that, under mild conditions, ‘triple products’ of MOLS can result
in a gain of one square. In terms of transversal designs, the technique is to use a construction
of Rolf Rees twice: once to obtain a coarse resolution of the blocks after one product, and next
to reorganize classes and resolve the blocks of the second product. As consequences, we report a
few improvements to the MOLS table and obtain a slight strengthening of the famous theorem of
MacNeish.
1. Introduction
A latin square is an n× n array with entries from an n-element set of symbols such that every row
and column exhausts the symbols (with no repetition). Often the symbols are taken to be from
{1, . . . , n}. The integer n is called the order of the square.
Two latin squares L = (Lij) and L
′ = (L′ij) of order n are orthogonal if {(Lij,Mij) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} =
{1, . . . , n}2; that is, two squares are orthogonal if, when superimposed, all ordered pairs of symbols
are distinct.
A family of pairwise orthogonal latin squares is normally called mutually orthogonal latin squares,
and abbreviated ‘MOLS’. The maximum size of a family of MOLS of order n is denoted N(n). It is
easy to see that N(n) ≤ n− 1 for n > 1, with equality if and only if there exists a projective plane
of order n. Consequently, N(q) = q − 1 for prime powers q.
Given latin squares L, of orderm, andM , of order n, their Kronecker product L⊗M is a latin square
of order mn. If {L(1), . . . , L(k)} and {M (1), . . . ,M (k)} are families of MOLS of orders m and n, then
{L(1)⊗M (1), . . . , L(k)⊗M (k)} is a family of MOLS of ordermn. Hence, N(mn) ≥ min{N(m), N(n)}.
Combining this with the above remarks yields a ‘basic’ lower bound on N(n).
Theorem 1.1 (MacNeish’s Theorem). If n = q1 . . . qt is factored as a product of powers of distinct
primes, then N(n) ≥ min{qi − 1 : i = 1, . . . , t}.
Although it has long been known [2] that N(n) → ∞ (in fact, N(n) ≥ n
1
14.8 for large n is shown
in [1]), MacNeish’s Theorem remains the best known result for many values of n, particularly when
n has a small number of prime power factors about the same size. Our main result is a small
improvement directed at these challenging cases.
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2. Transversal Designs and Resolvability
In what follows, it is convenient to reformulate our discussion of MOLS using the language of designs.
A transversal design TD(k, n) consists of an nk-element set of points partitioned into k groups, each
of size n, and equipped with a family of n2 blocks of size k which are pairwise disjoint transversals
of the partition. We have the existence of r MOLS of order n if and only if a TD(r + 2, n) exists.
The equivalence is seen by indexing groups of the partition by rows, columns, and symbols from
each square.
In a TD(k, n), a parallel class of blocks is a set of n blocks which partition the points. If the blocks
can be resolved into n parallel classes, such a transversal design is called resolvable and denoted
RTD(k, n). The blocks of each parallel class in an RTD(k, n) can be extended by one new point in
an extra group. In this way, it is easy to see that an RTD(k, n) is equivalent to a TD(k + 1, n).
More generally, a σ-parallel class is a configuration of blocks which covers every point exactly σ
times. For a list of positive integers Σ = [σ1, . . . , σt] summing to n, a TD(k, n) is Σ-resolvable if the
blocks can be resolved into σi-parallel classes for i = 1, . . . , t. In writing a list Σ, we use ‘exponential
notation’ such as σj to abbreviate j occurrences of σ.
Let us say that a TD(k,m) admits a (σ, γ)-group partition if each of the groups of size m is written
on some group G, if there exists a subset H of G with |H | = σ and there exists a partition b of
the blocks so that, for every class B ∈ b, the set {H ∗ B : B ∈ B} is a γ-parallel class. We should
interpret H ∗B as |H | blocks obtained under action of H on B.
A TD(k,m) always admits two ‘trivial’ (σ, γ)-group partitions at each of two extremes. We have
a (1,m)-group partition, in which H is the identity subgroup and b is the trivial partition with all
blocks in the same class, and also an (m, 1)-group partition, in which H = G is the full group and
b is the partition into singleton block classes. An RTD(k,m) admits a (1, 1)-group partition.
The following is a special case of Construction 2 in [5], due to Rolf Rees. A similar construction by
the same author later appears in [4] in the context of transversal designs.
Construction 2.1 (Rees,[4, 5]). Let Σ = [σ1, . . . , σt]. Suppose there exists a Σ-resolvable TD(k, n)
and a TD(k,m) admitting, for each i, a (σi, γi)-group partition. Then there exists a Γ-resolvable
TD(k,mn), where Γ consists of mσi/γi copies of γi, for i = 1, . . . , t.
This is essentially the standard direct product in which blocks of the TD(k, n) are replaced by copies
of the TD(k,m). For resolving, the key idea is this: given a σ-parallel class C in the TD(k, n) and a
(σ, γ)-group partition (H, b) of the TD(k,m), we can ‘split’ the occurrences of blocks in C incident
with each point x using bijections onto {x} × H in the product. Then, we can select γ-parallel
classes in the product according to the action of H on b.
Note that a (σ, γ)-group partition is a stronger hypothesis than is actually needed for the construction
in [5], where different subsets of G can be taken in each group. Since we only need the ‘easy’ group
partitions mentioned above, we adopt our stronger, simplified hypothesis for clarity. In any case,
with this construction we are ready to state and prove our main result.
Theorem 2.2. For integers a, b, c with a ≤ b ≤ c, we have
N(abc) ≥ min{N(a) + 1, N(b), N(c)}.
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Proof. Equivalently, we construct an RTD(k, abc) given TD(k, a), RTD(k, b), and RTD(k, c). Put
c = aq + r, 0 ≤ r < a. The last ingredient, an RTD(k, c), can be regarded instead as a Σ-resolvable
TD(k, c), where Σ = [1r, aq]. Apply Construction 2.1, using (1, a)- and (a, 1)-group partitions of a
TD(k, a). The result is a Γ-resolvable TD(k, ac), where
Γ =
[
1qa
2
, ar
]
.
Since qa2 + ar = ac > rb, we may reorganize the classes to obtain a Γ′-resolvable TD(k, ac), where
Γ′ =
[
1qa
2
−r(b−a), br
]
=
[
1ac−rb, br
]
.
Now, apply Construction 2.1 again with an RTD(k, b), using (1, 1)- and (b, 1)-group partitions. 
Corollary 2.3. For prime powers p ≤ q ≤ r, we have N(pqr) ≥ p.
In particular, we have ‘easy’ proofs of N(18), N(30) ≥ 2. In fact, Rees had already obtained those
orthogonal latin squares using his construction, bypassing the step of ‘reorganizing’ classes. This
step is the key contribution of this paper; we next provide an example illustrating its usefulness.
Example 2.4. Consider p = 8, q = 9, r = 13. There exists an RTD(9, 13). By amalgamating
parallel classes, this can be viewed also as a [15, 8]-resolvable TD(9, 13). Now, consider a TD(8, 8),
which admits both an (8, 1)- and a (1, 8)-partition. It follows by Construction 2.1 that there exists
a [164, 85]-resolvable TD(9, 104). Again, by restructuring classes, this can be viewed instead as
[159, 95]-resolvable. Since there exists an RTD(9, 9), it admits both (1, 1)- and (9, 1)-group partitions.
Applying Construction 2.1 again yields a [19×59, 15×81]-resolvable TD(9, 936). In other words, we
have an RTD(9, 936) or equivalently a TD(10, 936). This gives N(936) ≥ 8.
factorization n NHCD(n) N(n) ≥
8× 9× 13 = 936 7 8
8× 9× 17 = 1224 7 8
8× 11× 13 = 1144 7 8
16× 17× 19 = 5168 15 16
16× 17× 25 = 6800 15 16
16× 19× 31 = 9424 15 16
17× 19× 23 = 7429 16 17
17× 19× 29 = 9367 16 17
Table 1. Improvements to the table of MOLS in [3] from Theorem 2.2.
Table 1 gives a list of similar lower bounds onN(n) which improve upon the boundsN(n) ≥ NHCD(n)
stated in [3] for n < 10, 000. In fact, the entries of our table account for all integers n having three
or more prime power exact divisors such that NHCD(n) reports the MacNeish bound.
We should remark that p, q, r need not be assumed relatively prime in Corollary 2.3. For instance,
N(31×2t) ≥ 31 for t ≥ 10 by factoring 2t = 25×2t−5. However, we could find no cases for n < 10, 000
where splitting prime powers improves the state of the art. We fail to improve NHCD(17 · 2
9) = 16,
for instance, since 24 < 17.
In closing, we should also note that Theorem 2.2 can be iterated, though in light of N(n) ≥ n
1
14.8
for large n, it is not (at least asymptotically) worthwhile to iterate very often. But, for example,
since N(8× 9× 13) ≥ 8 and 8× 9× 13 < 55, we also have N(8× 9× 13× 510) ≥ 9.
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